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This study was designed to show modernity in the selected poems
of Emily Dickinson as filtered through the Dickinson language. An explo¬
ration was made of the Dickinson reading in order to show what she read,
what appealed to her and why that reading cpatured her interest; to show,
fiirther, what subjects held no artistic attraction for her and why they
did not fascinate her artistically; and, finally, to show how her reading
influenced her poetry. Consisting of four chapters, the research
analyzes and interprets the following twelve Dickinson poems: "I Heard
a Fly Buzz When I Died;” "Because I Coiild Not Stop for Death;” "I Died
for Beauty, But Was Scarce;” "What Is "Paradise;” "Dust Is the Only
Secret” and "I Felt a Funeral, In MF Brain’’ which deal with
Miss Dickinson's ideas concerning death, heaven and immortality; sec-
condly, "I Had Been Hungry, All the Years;” "I Taste a Liquor Never
Brewed;” "A Precious—Mouldering Pleasvire—'tis” and "After Great Pain,
A Formal Feeling Comes,” all of which involve the effects of nature, the
weather suid the general environment upon Miss Dickinson and her emotional
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responses to them; and, thirdly, "The Soul Selects Her Own Society"
and "This Was a Poet—It Was That," which deal with Miss Dickinson’s
being a recluse and her definitions of a poet. Emphasis in the selected
poems was placed on figurative language, capitalization, punctuation,
meter, rhyme, diction and grammar.
Chapter I, "Introduction," states the writer’s rationale for
making the study and mentions the indebtedness of posterity both to
Miss Lavlnia Dickinson for releasing her sister’s writings and to
Thomas Herbert Johnson for his publication of them. Chapter II,
"Emily Dickinson’s Reading," emphasizes especially those readings which
Miss Dickinson foiond most usef\il to her poetic endeavors. Additionally,
Chapter III, "The Language in the Dickinson Poems," comprises, analyses
and interpretations of these poems as well as illustrations of the
Dickinson language in which modernity is vitalized. The last chapter.
Chapter IV, entitled "Conclusion," points out the researcher’s reasons
for the assumption that there is modernity in the Dickinson poems.
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Emily Dickinson, one of America's major writers of prose and
poetry, was such a prolific writer, as can be seen in the volume of
material included in her complete works, that it is inconceivable to
me that a complete treatment of her works has been accomplished and that
nothing else can be written about her phenomenal contributions. More¬
over, there has been a recent increase in scholarly interest in studies
of all kinds concerning women. In addition, since Emily Dickinson was
a partial recluse, many persons want to know "just what made her tick,"
what was it that made her shut herself off from the world or go into a
form of voluntary confinement, so to speak.
Emily Dickinson seems to have been a person who was fascinated
by her surroundings, but this interest did not keep her from all com¬
munication with events and persons outside her home. Although she was
physically shut off from the world, she maintained close contact, as a
matter of fact, with the outside world through her letters and poetry
addressed to various persons. Since that is true, and since readers and
lovers of literary works usually find something fresh and new in succes¬
sive readings of a work, I feel assured that there is still something
yet to be discovered about the works of Emily Dickinson.
Before discussing the objectives of the study, I feel the need,
for the sake of clarity, to define language, modernity and free verse.
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“Language," according to Webster, is "the words and the methods of
combining them used and understood by a considerable community and a
systematic means of communicating ideas or feelings by the use of con¬
ventional signs, gestiires, marks. The second definition refers to
modernity, which means "contemporary," "of, relating to, or having the
characteristics of the present or most recent period of development of
a language." A final definition important to the understanding of
this study is of free verse, which "departs from the conventional pat¬
terns of uniform meter and rhyme and seeks its own metrical effects
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from the cadences and rhythms of natural speech."
What, then, are the objectives of such a study? First of all,
since Emily Dickinson was not gregarious after her earliest years, I
began to wonder what really influenced her writing and came to the real¬
ization that her reading, among other factors, had a powerfiil influence
on both her prose and poetry. To clarify that influence, this study has
as one of its objectives the exploration of the Dickinson reading in or¬
der to show what she read, what appealed to her and why that reading
captured her interest; to reveal, further, what subjects held no artis¬
tic attraction for her and why they failed to fascinate her artistically;
and, finally, to show how her reading influenced her poetry.
Long before the definitive edition of Emily Dickinson's works
was published, critics such as George (Erisbie Whicher, in This Was a
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary (1969), S.V.
"LanguageT”
^Ibid., S.V. "Modernity."
■^Martin Stevens and Charles Kegel, A Glossary for College English
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, I966), p. itl9.
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Poet, had come to the realization, in his chapter on Dickinson's "Books
and Reading," that Emily Dickinson's poetry was "not derivable from her
reading."^ A little more than a decade later, Richard Chase concurred
with Whicher and, in fact, stated that "neither in her thought nor in
her style is Emily Dickinson influenced in any particular way by liter¬
ary sources." In spite of these writers' opinions, there have been in¬
dependent studies which demonstrate a relationship between Dickinson's
poems and those of other writers. Even the Johnson edition itself men¬
tions both allusions and verbatim quotations which Emily Dickinson used
in her works.
Majiy of the allusions that are made by Emily Dickinson can be
easily and readily understood, and even acclaimed and lauded, if the
source is known. Moreover, a look at the Dickinson reading will, the
writer hopes, reveal how she feels about other writers and present the
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relationship of these writers' works to her own.
This study has, as its final aim or objective, to show modernity
through the Dickinson language, which would include her use of grammatical
abnormalities and how her grammar fits in with her choice of words, why
there was often a difficult choice to be made between lexical items, and
why, in some cases, no final choice was ever made. Included in this ob¬
jective is the investigation of the relationship between her spoken
grammar and her written English, the broad limits of her vocabulary, and
^George Frisbie Whicher, This Was a Poet (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1938), p. 251.
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Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson's Reading (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1966), p. 4^
h
how her poetic vocabulary reflects her age and reading. Only passing
mention will be made of free verse, metrics and rhythm employed in her
poetry.
This thesis, then, will treat modernity as filtered through the
question of the Dickinson language.
Miss Dickinson and her readers are truly indebted to Thomas H.
Johnson, who states that one of the important dates in "American literary
history" was April 15, 1862, when four poems of Emily Dickinson reached
the hands of Thomas Wentworth Higginson. At that time. Miss Dickinson
was writing to that literary figure to ask whether or not her poem
"breathed." Having Just read an essay by Dr. Higginson, entitled "Letter
to a Young Contributor," which coimseled persons wishing to print their
works. Miss Dickinson felt secure in seeking his advice concerning her
poetry. Another reason for seeking his advice was the fact that he was
"a liberal thinker, interested in the status of women in general and
some women writers in particular."^
Having replied to her request, Thomas Wentworth Higginson
requested additional information concerning her reading and "her com¬
panionships." The correspondence between Miss Dickinson and Colonel
Higginson continued, and she often sent him her poems. Calling her "a
new and poetic genius" as a result of those poems which he received.
Colonel Higginson had a two-fold problem. In the first place, he was
unable to classify Miss Dickinson's poetry; that is, he was \mable to
determine "what place ought to be assigned in literature to what was so
remarkable, yet so elusive of criticism." In addition. Colonel Higginson
^Thomas H. Johnson, ed., The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson




was not thoroughly convinced that Emily Dickinson in fact wrote poetry,
and commented to a friend that her verses were "remarkahle" and "too
delicate—not strong enough to publish."
Partly owing to her correspondence with Colonel Higginson,
Emily Dickinson resigned herself to the fact that during her lifetime
she would remain unknown as a writer. Continiiing to write without
thinking of publishing, she made the following statement:
I smile when you s\iggest that I delay "to publish"—that
being foreign to my thoughts, as Firmanent to Fin.
My Barefoot—Rank is better
Although Miss Dickinson continued the pretense of being colonel Higginson'
"scholar," she had no hope of his, or anyone's, acceptance of her as a
poet.^
Not being accepted as a poet did not prevent her from continuing
her writing. Proof of that lies in the fact that when she died in 1886
she left in manuscript "a collection of poetry beyond anyone's imagina¬
tion." Lavinia Dickinson, sister of Emily Dickinson, discovered the
collection and set out to find a publisher for it. Enlisting the aid
of Mrs. Mabel Loomis Todd, who in turn asked Colonel Higginson to help
in "transcribing" the verse, Lavinia, with their aid, soon had a pub¬
lisher. Selecting one hundred fifteen poems for publication of the
first volume, which was published by Roberts Brothers of Boston,
Dr. Higginson still feared the rejection of the poems by the public.
The first vol\me. Poems by Emily Dickinson, was so successful
that a second volume. Poems, Second Series, containing one hundred
^Thomas H. Johnson, ed., The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, i960), p. vii.
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sixty-six poems, was issued a year later. Having been so warmly
received, those volumes found another series of Miss Dickinson's poems
called Poems, Third Series, edited alone by Mrs. Todd in I896, having
also an excellent reception. At this time the total number of Dickinson
poems published was four hundred forty-nine, but Mrs. Todd soon changed
that through editing The Letters of Emily Dickinson. This made up the
"Dickinson canon" until Miss Dickinson's niece, Martha Dickinson Bianchi,
published The Single Hound in 191^, followed by Further Poems in 1929 and
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Unpublished Poems in 1935.
Mrs. Bianchi had trouble reading the manuscripts occasionally,
and both words and whole phrases were not read correctly. With the pub¬
lication of Bolts of Melody in 19^5, a project facilitated by texts
prepared by Mrs, Todd and her daughter, Millicent Todd Bingham, the pub¬
lication of all of the Dickinson poetry was completed. Bolts of Melody
contained "six hundred sixty-eight poems and fragments by Mrs. Todd"
from manuscripts fovind among the Dickinson papers.
At this time, Thomas H. Johnson felt that there was a need "to
present the Dickinson poetry in an lonreconstructed text and with some
degree of chronological arrangement." Mr. Johnson had the chance to do
that when Miss Dickinson's 'iiterary estate" was moved to Harvard Univer¬
sity Press in 1955. This work contained 1775 poems and fragments, by
far the greatest number of Dickinson poems yet published.
In another edition, published in i960 and entitled The Complete





that of a variorvun edition.^ Since that text was meant to he a
"reading text,” Johnson selected only one form of each poem; therefore,
he had to make editorial decisions. In speaking of his editorial work,
the completion of which brings out Miss Dickinson's further indebtedness
to Mr. Johnson, he says the following:
Selection becomes mandatory for the semifinal drafts.
Though by far the largest number of pocket copies exist in but
a single fair copy version, several exist in semifinal form:
those for which marginally thg poet suggested an alternate
reading for one word or more.
Indubitably, Miss Dickinson is greatly indebted to Thomas H.
Johnson, and posterity is better off because he took the trouble to





Although Emily Dickinson's relationship with the world was
discriminating and selective, she did not eliminate the world in either
her writing or her thinking. Being a partial recluse did not restrict
Miss Dickinson's knowledge of important people and events hoth of the
past and her contemporary era. Indicative of that fact are her numer¬
ous topical and historical references in hoth her poetry and prose, which
continue to demonstrate her interest and familiarity with events and
persons outside the Dickinson household and her withdrawn manner of
living.^
Beyond a douht, then, hooks and other reading materials held an
important place in Emily Dickinson's life. The role that hooks played
in her life prevented her from being a total eremite, and she expressed
the fact that she had a f\ill life in her words to Colonel Thomas Wentworth
Higginson, as she wrote "ecstasy in living." It is, in fact, her reading
that is labeled as a prominent part of her life which her biographers and
2
others can study.
Unquestionably her father, strict and opinionated, had the
greatest effect upon Emily Dickinson's reading. Even in his later years,
^Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson's Reading (Cambridge: Harvard




as a Massachusetts legislator, he kept his children reminded of learning
and school. Not only did he advise and urge his children to read, but
Edward Dickinson sent them reading materials, the perusal of which he
expected to witness the results upon his return from his political
duties.^
As a legislator, a ch\irchman and a lawyer, Edward Dickinson
educated his daughter in the classical tradition. It is conceivable,
then, that she "grew up intellectually among those books" which were
found in her father's library, since he was strict about learning.
Although Colonel T. W. Higginson deduced from a conversation
with Miss Dickinson that her father desired his family's reading to con¬
sist only of the Bible, he actually strengthened and inflamed his
children's interest in both contemporary and classical writings by giving
advice concerning those authors whose works they chose to read. Inter¬
estingly enough, Edward Dickinson bought books for Emily "that joggle
the mind." He, of course, begged her not to read those works "that
joggled the mind," and he tried to call attention to those books which he,
as a parent, should ask his children to read. With those books was al¬
ways an inscription, but contemporary literature came to them lacking
2
in inscriptions.
Seeing in her father "a gentle and romantic nature" that others
did not recognize, Emily shared a professional fondness with her father.
Following his example, she became acquainted with current legal




legal terms in her vorks, there is a feeling that she undoubtedly read
her father's law hooks.
Counting her father's opinion as priceless to her,
Emily Dickinson was influenced by him to read the works of established
masters, although she did not refrain from reading contemporary
literature.^
In her early poetic writing Miss Dickinson alluded to several
authors, among whom were Robert Burns, Bryant and Thomson. She later
abandoned that practice and, instead, used the Bible as "both a widely
recognized public source and a work that attracted her profoundly both






A Circumstance or two!2
The influence which the King James Bible had upon Miss Dickinson
is immediately perceptible. Of course, this stimulation was no svirprise
because of the strong beliefs and practice of "latter-Day puritanism" in
Massachusetts. Although Miss Dickinson did not profess Christianity at
Mount Holyoke, Christian precepts at the time seemed to hold a spell
over her to the point that she sought "evidences of salvation and grace"
by examining passages in the Bible."
^Ibid., p. 15.
2
Vivian R. Poliak, "Emily Dickinson's Literary Allusions,"
Essays in Literature.
3
Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson's Reading I836-I886 (Cambridge;
Harvard University Press, I966), p. 27.
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During references made to thirty-eight hooks in the Bihle,
either once or several times throughout her poetry and letters.
Miss Dickinson alluded to Genesis, the Gospels and Revelations more
often than to any other hooks.^
Very little prior to Shakespeare was found in the family library,
and anthologized selections drawn from an earlier time than Shakespeare's
were rarely fo\md in the magazines and newspapers of Miss Dickinson's
day. Even the collected poems of Chaucer were acquired at a later date
and were part of her brother's personal library. Although there were
translations of Homer and Horace in the family library. Miss Dickinson
did not seem to refer to them. On the other hand, she seemed familiar
with Don Quixote, a copy of which belonged to her father and with another
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work written during the fifteenth century by St. Thomas a Kempis.
Since Miss Dickinson had the habit of placing marks and writing
in the margins of books that she read, the markings in her father's copy
of The Imitation of Christ were helpful in comparing various passages from
her reading with definite references in her writing.
In The Imitation of Christ, there was one chapter, "Of the Love
of Solitude and Silence," which contained numerous marks, really more
than any other chapter. Such a chapter, without a doubt, did not go
vmnoticed by Miss Dickinson, and the poem "The Soul Selects Her own
3
Society" substantiates that fact.
^Vivian R. Poliak, "Emily Dickinson's Literary Allusions,"
Essays in Literature.
2
Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson's Reading (Cambridge: Harvard
Press, 1966), p. 61.
^Ibid., p. 62.
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With little attention paid to earlier works, then. Miss Dickinson
as can he readily seen in her poetry, leaned heavily on the Bible for her
references and allusions.
In addition to her interest in the King James version of the
Bible, Miss Dickinson had an interest in and a fondness for British
Literature of the Renaissance and eighteenth-century periods. Jack L.
Capps made the following observation concering her reading:
Shakespeare and the King James version of the Bible are
sufficient to establish the prose and poetry of Renaissance
England as the most important body of literature in
Emily Dickinson's reading.^
Inevitably, Miss Dickinson's education was in the tradition of
the eighteenth centiiry, and while at school she studied Pope, Goldsmith
and Johnson, during her time at home she centered her attention on the
English classics and the hymns of Dr. Isaac Watts. With that background
Miss Dickinson was able to formulate a great deal of her own critical
values.
The earliest literature in which Miss Dickinson demonstrated a
great deal of interest was Shakespeare. She was so impressed with
Shakespeare that she remarked that "the most beautiful stigma of Bacon's
life" was his being believed to be the writer of Shakespeare's works.
In fact, so great was Miss Dickinson's opinion of Shakespeare's works
that she accepted them without reservations. That unconditional accep¬
tance was expressed in these terms when she learned at a meeting of the
Shakespeare Club, of which she was a member, that a tutor wanted to take
out all objectionable passages in Shakespeare:
^Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson's Reading (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1966), p. 60.
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There is nothing wicked in Shakespeare, and if there is
I don't know it.^
Although Emily Dickinson insisted upon reading Shakespeare
without expurgation, she did not incorporate his works into her works
as readily as she did many other writers. In her poems, however, she
2
made references to Shakespeare that were usually easily recognizable.
An example of the use of Shakespeare in the Dickinson poetry can he seen
in the following poem nimber 7^1:
Drama's Vitallest Expression is the Common Day
That arise and set about Us—
Other Tragedy
Perish in the Recitation-
This - the best enact
When the Audience is scattered
And the Boxes shut-
"Hamlet" to Himself were Hamlet-
Had not Shakespeare wrote-
Though the "Romeo” left no Record
of his Juliet,
It were infinite enacted
In the Human Heart-
Only Theatre recorded
Owner cannot shut-3
Miss Dickinson exhibited much more restraint in mentioning
characters especially identified with particular authors. Only six of
Shakespeare's characters were listed, namely Puck, Cleopatra, Shylock,




Thomas H. Johnson, ed., The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, I960), p. 363.
Ik
Dickens’ David Copperfield, Longfellow’s John Alden, Miles Standish and
Priscilla M\illins and Sir Henry Taylor’s Philip van Artevelde.^
As a resvilt of her reading. Miss Dickinson made reference to such
mythical characters as Jason, Jove, Jupiter, Midas, Orpheus and
Prometheus and historical figures such as Julius Caesar, Cato and
Demosthenes.
There were a few writers during the Renaissance period that
really impressed Miss Dickinson. Sir Thomas Browne, whose works she
read in the Moxmt Holyoke textbook entitled Newman’s Practical System of
Rhetoric, was given the title of an "eccentric genius" hy her. Impres¬
sive among his writings was his philosophy, -which can he seen in this
line, "There is no man alone, because every man is a Microcosm, and
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carries the world about him."
In its coliamn called "Books, Authors, and Art," The Springfield
Republican published poetry by such poets as Richard Crashaw,
George Herbert and Henry Vaughn, whose attitude toward God, which he
expressed in his poetry, matched Miss Dickinson’s outlook toward God.
An introduction to these poets led Miss Dickinson to the reading of
their biographies and other poems in the family collection containing
them. Evidence of her reading the poets just mentioned co\ild be seen
and discerned from the markings attributed to her, a common practice of
hers, and from the creased pages containing their works in the Dickinson
3
Collection at Harvard.
Vivian R. Poliak, "Emily Dickinson’s Literary Allusions," Essays
in Literature 1 (197^) :6l.
p
Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson’s Reading (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1966), p. 66.
^Ibid., p. 67.
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The "Puritan writers of the CommonwesLlth and the worldly poets of
the Restoration" did not interest Miss Dickinson. Milton, however, was
a favorite of Miss Dickinson, and her famous markings are shown in the
margins of hooks containing not only Paradise Lost hut also other poems,
including "ll Penseroso" and "L'Allegro." In spite of her genuine
interest in Milton, Miss Dickinson did not find "a place in her own
writing for the involved apparatus of classical and Christiein mythology
characteristic of his style.
The major influence upon Miss Dickinson during the eighteenth-
century was that of the hymn writers, chief among whom was Dr. Isaac
Watts. Indubitably, Miss Dickinson's first lesson in metrics came from
Dr. Watts, and Thomas H. Johnson's enlightening discussion of her use of
common meter, long meter and short meter seems to substantiate that
assumption. Nat\arally, at the beginning of her writing Miss Dickinson
adhered strictly to the hymn meters, but as her writing developed she was
able to "perceive how to gain new effects by exploring the possibilities
2
within traditional metric patterns."
Writings by Dr. Watts that were available to Miss Dickinson in
her father's library included his best known poems, Horae Lyricae, Hymns,
Psalms of David, Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs, Divine and Moral
Songs for Children, Logic and Improvement of the Mind as well as "cate¬
chisms, and philosophical and theological works." In addition to hymns
and phrases of the psalms, including "O God, Our Help in Ages Past,"
Dr. Watts was famous for "How Doth the Little Busy Bee," one of his
^Ibid., p. TO.
2
Robert A. Rees and Earl N. Harbert, Fifteen American Authors
Before 1900 (Madison: The University of Wisconsin, 1971), p. 159.
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"pioneering poems for children."^ Miss Dickinson, then, had at her
disposal a number of writings which added to "her store of knowledge,
ideas and metaphors" which stressed much of the Biblical imagery that
2
came as a result of her acquaintance with these writings.
Of course. Miss Dickinson’s interest in the hymn writers did not
exclude her familiarity with such writers as Joseph Addison, Richard
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Steele, Daniel Defoe, Oliver Goldsmith and Samuel Johnson. Moreover,
the poet made extensive use of the dictionary by Noah Webster, who lived
in Amherst for a long time and who "laid the corner stone of one of the
buildings of Amherst" where Edward Dickinson was a trustee. With the
dictionary and other works, Noah Webster left his "powerful mark on the
thinking of the community." Emily Dickinson was included in the legacy
of Noah Webster and used his dictionary as "the Bible of her religion,
which was poetry." The dictionary was the source or "mine from which
the gold of her poetry" was taken, and was given a place of distinction
in writing her poetry.^ Northrup Frye said that "the main literary
instructors" for Miss Dickinson were her dictionary and her hymnbook,"
both of which she read and used thoroughly.^
^Clarence L. Barnhart, The New Century Handbook of English
Literature (New York: Appketon-Century, Inc., 1956), p. 1130.
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Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson’s Reading 1836-I886 (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, I966), p. 73.
O
Jack L. Capps, Emily Dickinson’s Reading (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, I966), p. 72.
^Henry W. Wells, Introduction to Emily Dickinson (Chicago:
Packard and Company, 19^7), p. 27^.
5perry Miller, ed., Major Writers of America, Vol. II (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. ,1962), p.
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The Pre-Romantic Movement found a place in the variety of
Miss Dickinson's reading as well. She had a knowledge of the works of
William Blake, the Earl of Shaftshury and Francis Hutchinson. Among
her allusions to poets in this period were fo\ind some to James Thomas,
who, using the hlank verse of Milton, recorded his impressions in "The
Seasons," to Edward Young, with his "Wight Thoughts," and to Thomas Gray,
who wrote "Elegy in a Country Churchyard."^
Another early romanticist whose poetry Miss Dickinson quoted or
to whose poetry she alluded more than to other verse of this period was
Robert Burns. One example of alluding to Bums can be seen in his
"Here's to Thy Health" and Miss Dickinson's "Poor Little Heart.
Although Robert Biirns and Miss Dickinson were different in various ways,
they shared a number of similar qualities. Both of them enjoyed the
"independence" that came as a result of provincialism. Burns' whole
being was wrapped up "in the Highlands," while Miss Dickinson expressed
her ideas in the following lines letting the reader know where her heart
and mind were:
Because I see—New Englandly
The Queen, discerns like me—
Prominently.3
Miss Dickinson and Burns were both excellent in their presentation of
striking images, which they took from simple "scenes in nature and
domestic activity. Miss Dickinson was able to understand the "lyric
^Capps, Emily Dickinson's Reading, p. 72.
^Ibid.
^Johnson, Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 285.
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freedom” vhich Burns had when he departed from accepted standards and
when he chose his words and phrases without reservations and inhibitions.^
Nineteenth-cent\iry British poetry was "new and imported," but
authors during this period were "too recent" to be seriously considered
"masters." Miss Dickinson’s reading during this period is important,
however, because of the allusions and comments that she made which show
that she thought herself a great part of the Victorian era. Although
Miss Dickinson had a knowledge of the works of numerous poets in the
Romantic period, she alluded to only a few, among whom were Wordsworth,
Lord Byron, John Keats and Thomas Moore. Moreover, she showed a curiosity
about Thomas De Quincy to the point of asking a friend to help her to
find copies of his works. Although Miss Dickinson was knowledgeable about
and alluded to writers of the Romantic era, these writers probably did
not influence her as greatly as they might have because "their basic
attitudes" were so similar to hers that she saw them as "commonplace and
3
uninspiring."
In a reply to Dr. Thomas Wentworth Higginson's interest in her
reading. Miss Dickinson mentioned that she had works of John Keats and
Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Reference to Mrs. Browning probably
was inspired by a eulogy of her that Miss Dickinson read in the September,
l86l issue of The Atlantic Monthly. So great was her impression of
Mrs. Browning that Miss Dickinson used her verse as a measuring rod for
the poetry of other women. In addition to interest in Mrs. Browning,






Miss Dickinson included writings "by George Eliot, the Bronte Sisters and
Charles Dickens, as well as Jane Porter's Thaddeus of Warsaw, Ike Marvel's
Dream Life. Saintaine's Picciola and Martin Tapper's The Twins ajid The
Heart of Proverbial Philosophy, along with Hugh Conway's Called Back,
thought to he the last novel read by Miss Dickinson.
Not only did Miss Dickinson read English literature, but she
read American literature as well, the earliest important group of it
being read from the textbooks at Amherst and South Hadley. The textbooks
formed a small part of the whole volume of American literature thht she
knew was read and written during her lifetime. That, of coiirse, meant
that Miss Dickinson read those works as soon as they came off the press.^
Needless to say, American reading was influential in the writing
of Miss Dickinson's poetry, but there is difficulty in judging its in¬
fluence because there was no orderly fashion or pattern to her reading.
It is, however, clear that the American reading "most significantly
related" to Miss Dickinson's poetry was done with the aid of her text¬
books from Mount Holyoke, Emerson's poetry and prose, and favorite works
of Colonel Higginson, who also encoviraged Miss Dickinson in her reading
of ciirrent periodicals and newspapers.
Since Miss Dickinson's father was in politics, it is expected
that periodical material woiild form a part of the family's reading.
Listed among newspapers were The Springfield Republican, which also con¬
tained verse and other writings from some of the literary figures of the
day. The Hampshire and Franklin Express and The Amherst Record. Maga¬
zines which were also read with as much thoroughness as the newspapers
by all of the family included Harper's New Monthly Magazine. Scribner's
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Monthly and The Atlantic Monthly. Those newspapers and magazines
supplied the Dickinsons with fashions, hiamor, recreation, gossip, literary
criticism, selections from authors, and other information, and it was the
periodicals, along with the books, that gave Miss Dickinson ideas
concerning the events of the world.^
Capps relates the following facts concerning the reading of
periodicals and newspapers by Miss Dickinson:
Just as the Bible was expected to keep the family spiritually
well-informed, so were the pages of The Springfield Republican
and The Hampshire and Franklin Express expected to keep them
politically informed. Emily found these newspapers as well as the
literary magazines constantly before her inquisitive eyes; they
exposed her unavoidably to the living language of nineteenth-
century America and, in doing so, contributed to the variegated
array of subjects and ideas that she could treat knowledgeably
in letters and poems.^
Unquestionably, Miss Dickinson read extensively, and through her
reading she was able to keep abreast of the world aroiind her, to know
her peers and to gain knowledge and perception which characterized her
poetry.
^Capps, Emily Dickinson’s Reading I836-I886, p. 128.
^Ibid., p. li^3.
CHAPTER III
The Language in the Dickinson Poems
Death and heaven seem to be forever a part of Miss Dickinson's
thoughts and writings. Apparently death and heaven are to her magnifi¬
cent obsessions. Being bewitched by those two forces, the poet presents
a volume of thoughts and ideas about death and life after death as a
part of her imagination.^ Representative of the wealth of poems dealing
with dying, death, heaven and immortality are "l Heard a Fly Buzz—When
I Died," "Because I Could Not Stop for Death," "I Died for Beauty, But
Was Scarce," "What is Paradise," "Dust Is the Only Secret," and "I Felt
a Fimeral, in My Brain."
Another grouping of the poet's works according to this writer
includes the highly emotional effects and inspiration of Nature and
Miss Dickinson's general environment, encompassing her pleasure foiind in
the works of ancient masters. "I Had Been Hiingry, All the Years," "l
Taste a Liquor Never Brewed" and "A Precious—Mouldering Pleasure—
'tis" are indicative and symbolic of the pleasure Miss Dickinson
receives from her surroundings. In a different way, in "After Great
Pain, a Formal Feeling Comes" Miss Dickinson's emotions play a great
^Thomas M. Davis, ed., 1^ by Emily Dickinson (Glenview: Scott,
Foresman and Company, 196U), p. 10.
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role and the environment is certainly a part of that role. These poems,
then, are in a group that is separate and distinct from the first one.^
A final grouping comprises "The Soul Selects Her Own Society"
and "This Was a Poet—It Is That." Personally, I feel that
Miss Dickinson is a poet by virtue of the fact that she did "select her
own society."^
The first poem in the group of poems concerning death, heaven
and immortality is "I Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died—." Paul J.
Ferlazzo, in his book entitled Emily Dickinson, states that
Miss Dickinson’s "greatest description of death is to be found in ’I
Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died.'" Taking an imaginative look at her own
death. Miss Dickinson, through her mind's eye, is able to draw a picture
of a dying person and to depict the events that take place diiring that
time. This is evident in the lines that follow:
I heard a Fly buzz—when I died—
The Stillness in the Room
Was like the Stillness in the Air—
Between the Heaves of Storm—
The Eyes around—had wrung them dry—
And Breaths were gathering firm
For that last Onset—when the king
Be witnessed—in the Room—
I willed my keepsakes—Signed away
What portion of me be
Assignable—and then it was
There interposed a Fly—
^Thomas H. Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson (Boston





Paul J. Ferlazzo, Emily Dickinson (Boston: Twayne Publishers,
1976), p. h9.
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With Blue—uncertain stumbling buzz—
Between the light—and me—
And then the Windows failed—and then
I coiild not see to see—^
As the poem opens, I sense the atmosphere of sadness and silence
and note the different kind of deathbed scene that Miss Dickinson pre-^
sents, for even the dying person seems to have a different air about
her. Everything and everyone seem quiet in the death-room, as the dying
person lies waiting for Death. Miss Dickinson equates this stillness
and quietness with that of the air just before a storm such as a tornado
strikes. Just as nothing moves between "the Heaves of Storm—" because
everyone is anxiously waiting for the storm's next move, and because
everyone fears moving from the protection which a storm-shelter provides
when a storm is approaching, so it is in the death-room, for the
situation is similar.
Using her imagination. Miss Dickinson observes the eyes of the
bereaved persons and notices that their eyes are dry, meaning that
crying is no longer the order of the day. Even the gasps for breath are
still. In fact, everything is almost normal except for the fact that
relatives are contemplating the grand entrance of the "King." Here,
"King Death" adds to the solemnity of the deathbed scene by suggesting
2
pomp and circumstance, dignity, majesty and noble splendor.
While awaiting Death, the dying person looks at his will and
gives up his worldly goods and possessions, including money, to the
members of the family. Ordinarily, a dying person is thinking about his
soul, but not so with this person. At the point when relatives are
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 223.
2
Ronald Beck, "Dickinson's I Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died—,"
The Explicator 26 (1967): Item 31.
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expecting Death to make his triumphant entrance, and after their having
been given what the dying person wants them to have, a fly enters,
seemingly taking away Death's grand moment.^ Hearing the fly, the dying
person tries to see its whereabouts; as flies are accustomed to do, it
buzzes and moves away, to return later to pester its victim. Of course,
this fly is different, in that it seems a little hesitant in its actions;
hence the "uncertain stumbling Biizz" is certainly well placed. Just at
the point of the buzzing., the "King" slowly creeps upon the dying person
like Carl Sandburg's "fog," and Miss Dickinson says "the Windows failed,"
which is a striking metaphor signifying that the dying person's eyes are
growing dim. She, therefore, "could not see to see."
While her attention remains focused on the buzzing fly, the
dying person slowly fades away. The moment is right for Death's climac¬
tic entrance and the dying person's exit, but the blowfly changes the
picture, as the victim's "glorious exit" becomes one that is almost
unnoticed. The fly's intervention makes the difference in the deathbed
2
scene.
The fly signifies "putrification and waste" and carries with it
the idea that the dying person formerly had a hard life; indeed, the ex¬
pression "Heaves of Storm" carries that connotation. Moreover, the
appearance of the fly designates a hard life after death as well, and a
life doomed to spend its time with the devil. Somehow, the fly seems to
3
bring this message and appears to be a workman and instrument of Satan.
^Thomas H. Johnson, The Conplete Poems of Emily Dickinson
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, i960), p. 223.
2
Caroline Hogue, "Dickinson's I Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died,"
The Explicator 20 (November I961): Item 26.
^Eugene Hollahan, "Dickinson's I heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died,"
The Explicator 29 (September I966): 25.
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Another poem in the series or group on the familiar subject of
death is "Because I Could Not Stop for Death." In Miss Dickinson’s
poem that follows, the reader immediately sees the personification of
Death and the perception of him as a friend whom the poet trusts:
Because I co\ild not stop for Death-
He kindly stopped for me-
The Carriage held but just Ourselves-
And Immortality.
We slowly drove-He knew no haste
And I had put away
My labor and my leisure too.
For His Civility-
We passed the School, Where Children strove
At recess-in the Ring-
We passed the Fields of Gazing Grain-
We passed the Setting Sun-
Or rather-He passed Us-
The Dews drew quivering and chill-
For only Gossamer, my Gown-
Ify Tippet—only Tulle-
We paused before a House that seemed
A Swelling of the Gro\md-
The Roof was scarcely visible-
The Cornice-in the Ground-
Since then-’tis Centuries-and yet
Feels shorter than the Day
I first surmissed the Horses’ Head
Were toward Eternity-^
Death, to Miss Dickinson, could be a young man who formerly, during her
youthful years, has served as her squire. As she and her companion take
their ride in a carriage, she realizes that this is the last ride that
they will maJte together.
(Boston:
^Thomas H. Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson
Little, Brown and Company, i960), p. 350.
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Immortality is there, hut since only the soul is immortal, and
since the soial is ever-present, it is quite natural to say that Death
and the poet are aione. Theodore C. Hoepfner maintains the following
concerning the soiil and Immortality:
The soul is immortal, and our immortality therefore rides
with us because the soul is our immortal part and so may be
thought of as Joiirneying with us.^
Being busy, as was her custom, writing and cooking, which
Miss Dickinson also liked to do, she has been too busy to stop to call
for her rider, but "Death" has paid her the courtesy of a visit to take
her ridipg. Since "Death" has taken the trouble to stop for her, she
does not mind leaving her work and her pleasures to take this slow,
leisurely ride in an imaginary carriage.
As the carriage moves slowly on. Miss Dickinson takes notes of
certain day-to-day adventures and of what is being left behind. Those
persons and things which caught her eyes as she and her rider moved
along were children playing during their recess period, fields of grain,
such as wheat, which makes a beautiful sight when one is traveling, and
the setting sun. At that point Miss Dickinson mentions that the sun
passed them. Here, I get the idea that Miss, Dickinson is mentioning the
periods of life through which man passes as constituting his journey on
earth until he takes his last ride. As the "Dews" dropped she could feel
the chilling winds, which made her shiver.
Here Miss Dickinson speaks of tulle for a veil, for she seemed
to be dressed as a bride, which dress is iinusual for a death-ride. The
^Theodore C. Hoepfner, "Because I Could Not Stop for Death,"
American Literature, 29 (March 1957) '96.
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And so, as Kinsmen, met a Night—
We talked between the Rooms—
Until the Moss had reached our lips—
And covered up—our names—^
”l Died for Beauty—But Was Scarce," according to Th.omas Davis'
book, is one of Miss Dickinson's outstanding poems, and it shows the
relationship of beauty and truth. Beauty and truth evoke emotions that
2
are so nearly the same that it is hard to tell them apart.
As the poem opens, the "l" mentions that he does not have time
to adjust to his new surroundings before he hears someone being placed
in an "adjoining room." Each mentions the reasons for their deaths,
one for "Beauty" and the other for "Truth." The person in the adjoining
room mentions that "Truth" and "Beauty" are the same and that he and the
"I" are brothers. Conversation continues between the two until Nature's
moss blots them out by covering their names on the tombstones and stops
their chattering by covering their lips, sealing them forever.
Everyone, possibly, at one time or another wonders about life
after death. Miss Dickinson too has her thoughts about life after





Do they know that this is "Amherst"—
And that I—am coming—too—
Do they wear "new shoes"—in "Eden"—
Is it always pleasant—there—
Won't they scold us—when we're homesick—
Or tell God—how cross we are—
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 2l6.
2
Davis, lU by Emily Dickinson, p. 10.
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You are sure there’s such a person
As "a Father"—in the sky—
So if I get lost—there—ever—
Or do what the Nurse calls "die"—
I shan't walk the "Jasper"—barefoot—
Ransomed folks—woij't laugh at me—
Maybe—"Eden" a'n't so lonesome
As New England used to be!
In her musings about paradise. Miss Dickinson includes the
people who occupy paradise, their occupations and their knowledge about
those who live on the earth. She wonders, also, whether or not the
dwellers in paradise are aware of her eventual journey there. Moreover
the poet not only thinks about the kind of people encountered there,
but also is concerned about their wearing apparel, especially their
"new shoes." Hymns point out the idea that saints wear "golden slippers"
in heaven, and I imagine that the "new shoes" to which Miss Dickinson
refers are those "golden slippers." In addition, the poet muses on the
paradisal atmosphere and on those who are homesick for their former life
on earth, as well as on those who might tell God about their annoyances.
As Miss Dickinson's thoughts continue, she even wonders about
God in heaven, about being lost as she journeys to heaven, and about
being ridiculed upon entering "Eden." Finally, she consoles herself by
thinking that "Eden" is not as lonesome as her life in New England.
Amherst has been a lonesome place for Miss Dickinson, and she takes the
opportimity to express this in "What Is Paradise."
Not only does Miss Dickinson muse on "Paradise," but she also
meditates deeply about "Death" and his secret, as she unfolds these
thoughts in the poem "Dust Is the Only Secret-."
^Thomas H. Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, i960), p. 99
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Dust is the only Secret—
Death, the only One
You cannot find out all about
In his "native town."
Nobody knew "his Father"—





Bold as a Brigand!
Stiller than a Fleet!
Builds, like a Bird, too!
Christ robs the Nest—
Robin after Robin
Smuggled to Rest!l
In her writing. Miss Dickinson's images make the reader recall
the scriptural passages concerning Christ's suffering, death, resurrec¬
tion and ultimate victory over death. "Dust Is the Only Secret" is one
of the poems in which the images surrounding Jesus' passion and victory
2
over death are recalled, as showm in the first four lines.
In the poem. Miss Dickinson shows that she has a knowledge of
small-town life when she states that one is unable to learn the secret
of death in his home town. In general, what would be thought of as
secrets eire no longer secrets as soon as the hearer meets the first
person after being told of something uncommon. People begin to talk
until everyone in the whole town knows the secret. This, is not the
case with Death, whom Miss Dickinson personifies. As she builds up the
person. Death, the poet states that the parentage, boyhood, playmates
and early history of death are tinknown. Yet, certain qualities are
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. J2.
2
Ahrens, Sister Katherine Luise, "The Function of Religious
Imagery in the Poetry of Emily Dickinson," (Ph.D. dissertation,
Fordham University, 1973), p. 80.
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attritutatle to Death, and Miss Dickinson states that he is hardworking,
silent, prompt and hrave.^
Death huilds his nest like a hird, and his modus operandi is
similar to that of a robher. Christ, on the other hand, takes Death’s
victims and gives them new life. Death's victims, as being seized by
Christ, are visualized in the following statements concerning the poem:
Death is not the end of life, but the beginning, and "Christ
robs the Nest" that death has built. Thus she closes the poem
with a concrete image representing a religious concept.^
The last of the poems in this category concerning death is "I
Felt a Funeral, in tty Brain." Using the metaphoric funeral.
Miss Dickinson sees herself as the person about to be interred. Here,
ghe observes the mourners as they marched to pay homage to the dead.
The final moment comes when someone lifts the casket and lowers it into
the ground. At that moment, the poet feels herself slipping, dropping
down into another world. Miss Dickinson really knew, then, what a
fimeral was like when she said "And finished knowing—then—." Here,
relief seems to be welcomed in the passing of that mental picture. The
reader sees all of this in the lines that follow:
I felt a Fxmeral in my Brain,
And Mourners to and fro
Kept treading—treading—till it seemed
That Sense was breaking through—
And when they all were seated,
A Service, like a Drum—
Kept beating—beating—till I thought
My Mind was going nimb—
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 72,
2
Thomas W. Ford, Heaven Beguiles the Tired: Death in the Poetry
of Emily Dickinson (Alabama: University of Alabama Press, 1966), p. 91.
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And then I heard them lift a Box
And creak across my Soul
With those same Boots of Lead, again.
Then Space—Began to toll.
As all the heavens '.'ere Bell,
And Being, hut an Ear,
And I, and Silence, some strange Race
Wrecked, solitary, here—
And then a Plank in Reason, Broke,
And I dropped down, and down—
And hit a World, at every plunge.
And Finished knowing—then—^
In all of the preceding poems, namely "I Heard a Fly Buzz—
When I Died,” ''Because I Coiild Not Stop for Death," "l Died for Beauty,
But Was Scarce," "What Is Paradise," "Dust Is the Only Secret" and "I
Felt a Funeral in My Brain," Miss Dickinson has certain characteristics
that lend themselves to modernity. The language, and particularly her
choice of words, the use of capital letters for emphasis, the figures
of speech, the use of the dash, the allusions, the use of adjectives in¬
stead of adverbs and the general fracture of grammar, end rhyme, the
subject matter, the style and the structure cannot go unnoticed.
Since a poet has the right to create and elaborate upon his own
idiom, certainly that right should have been conceded to Miss Dickinson.
Her language, admittedly, does "strain the capacity of everyday language."
Normal usage of language cannot be brandished as a measuring rod for the
evaluation of poetic achievement, and certainly cannot be used for
2
Miss Dickinson.
^Johnson, The Complete Works of Emily Dickinson, p. 128.
2
George Frisbie Whicher, This Was a Poet (Philadelphia: Albert
Saifer), p. 229.
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Just as happens in many of her poems. Miss Dickinson reveals an
avareness of grannnar in her poems on death and heaven which I have quoted
However, she does omit words and parts of words. Exemplary of such prac¬
tice is the omission of "turned” in the following passage from "Because
I Could Not Stop for Death:"
I first svirmised the Horses' Heads
Were toward Eternity—^
Further liberties and fractures of grammar appear in "I Died
for Beauty, But Was Scarce," as revealed in these lines:
"And I—for Truth—Themself are One—
We Brethren, are" He said—^
Miss Dickinson's language in her poems is excellent and typical
in getting across her ideas. Immediately, the reader gets a picture of
heaven as opposed to earth, and especially to Amherst, in "What Is
Paradise" in such words as "Paradise," "Father," "Eden" and "Sky."
Similarly, Miss Dickinson paints a vivid pictiire for the reader in her
choice of expressions in "I Heard a Fly Buzz, When I Died," namely
"Stillness in the Air—," "Breaths were gathering firm," "I willed my
Keepsakes—," "There interposed a Fly—," and "With Blue—lancertain
stumbling buzz—."
Along with her expressions and choice of words. Miss Dickinson
uses capital letters to bring out action and emphasis in order to have
her reader notice them. Typical of this are the following words and
expressions, as well as capital letters, in "Because I Could Not Stop
for Death:" "Death," "He," "School," "Children, "House," "Gossamer,"
"Gown," "Cornice," and "Horses' Heads." More than that. Miss Dickinson's
^Johnsson. The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 350.
^Ibid., p. 216.
utilization of verts such as "stopped," "held," "drove," "passed," and
"drew" is effective in pointing out the action. Action also appears in
these expressions: "Gazing Grain," "Setting Sun," "Quivering and chill,"
and in her reference to the dews and "Swelling of the Ground." In ad¬
dition to those words in "Because I Could Not Stop for Death," the poet
capt\ires time with "Centuries," "Day" and "Eternity," and this seems
extraordinary to me. Just as appears in "Because I Could Not Stop for
Death," there are expressions in the other poems, one of which is "the
Heaves of Storm" in "I Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died—." Action, per¬
sonification and certain qualities upon which emphasis is placed are
represented hy "Air," "Eyes," "Dry," "Onset," "Breaths," "King, " "Keep¬
sakes," "assignable," "Blue," and "Windows." In "Dust Is the Only
Secret," Miss Dickinson uses "Death" and "Dust" interchangeably to per¬
sonify Death. The language she uses to describe Death adds to his full
personification, and Death himself seems to be a person similar to some¬
one known to the reader. The words "Industrious!," "Laconic!," "Punctual!,
"Sedate!," "Bold!," and "Stiller!," with the exclamation marks after
them, give the reader a clear picture of Death. To add to the picture.
Miss Dickinson uses similes such as "Bold as a Brigand!" and "Builds, like
a bird" to complete the description of the characteristics of Death in
"Dust Is the Only Secret." Personification is also fo\ind in "I Died for
Beauty," of which "Truth," "Beauty" and "Moss" are excellent examples.
For emphasis in that same poem, the use of capitals with "Tombs," "Room"
and "Kinsmen" is effectual.
Another device that the poet uses is repetition, which was noted
in "I Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died" in the expressions "and then" and
"see to see." Along with repetition, the poet uses uneven lines, a
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technique which I feel adds to the gravity of the poems discussed in this
first grouping. For example, in "Because I Could Not Stop for Death,"
stanzas one and three have the same number of feet consistently. Corre¬
spondingly, lines two and four have the same nvimber of feet in stanzas
one through three. The pattern changes in the fourth stanza, and the
first line in this stanza corresponds with the fourth line in its num¬
ber of feet, while lines two and three match each other. Similar
differences in the lines also appear in the other poems, and I feel that
the uneven lines are consistent with the weight of the subject matter.
Two additional striking features are the lack of end-rhyme and
the use of the dash, which is seen frequently. In her poems.
Miss Dickinson uses both the punctuation of her own time and her own
imconventional punctuation to produce a pimctuation that is very dif¬
ferent from that used in the twentieth century. One of the mid¬
nineteenth-century school readers of which I was able to secure a
revised edition is McGuffey’s Fifth Eclectic Reader. The different
sections of this book present interesting information that helps the
reader to understand various pimctuation marks used by Miss Dickinson
in her poems. In the section on "Rising and Falling Inflections,"
rules and examples such as the following are found:
Rule VII. - Language which demands strong emphasis
generally requires the falling inflections. C^)
Rule IX. - Where a pause is rendered proper by the
meaning, and the sense is incomplete, the rising
inflection is generally required. {')
Circumflex is a union of the rising and falling
inflections. (^)
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When no word in a sentence receives an inflection, it
is said to he read in a monotone; that is, in nearly the
same tone throughout. In hooks of elocution, whej it is
marked at all, it is generally marked thus ( - ).
Chapter III on "inflections" in Porter’s Rhetorical Reader states the
following concerning a monotone in which the dash is used:
The monotone is a sameness of sound on successive
syllables, which resembles that produced by repeated
strokes on a bell. Unseemly as this is, where varied
inflections are required, it more or less belongs to
grave delivery, especially in elevated description, or
where emotions of sublimity or reverence are expressed.^
Here, Porter's statement on the use of the dash fits the use to which
Miss Dickinson has put it in "l Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died—" as well
as in her other poems.
As usual. Miss Dickinson makes her own adaptations of punctuation
marks by placing them behind the words to indicate pauses and inflections.
In this poem, she uses the dash to indicate pauses, emphasis and monotone
reading.
In looking at a copy of "l Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died—."
taken from the Bingham Collection at Amherst, I observed that
Miss Dickinson used the reverse slant, (^), indicating a falling inflec-
3
tion, after two words, "Air" and "Fly." Moreover, in this poem the
punctuation, monotone dashes, seems to bring out the atmosphere and
sets the tone of the poem.
^American Book Company, McGuffey's Fifth Eclectic Reader, rev.
ed. (New York: American Book Company, 1920), pp. 18-25.
2
Edith Perry Stamm, "Emily Dickinson: Poetry and Punctuation,"
Saturday Review, March 30, 1963, p. 2T.
3
Edith Perry Stamm, "Emily Dickinson: Poetry and Punctuation,"
Saturday Review, March 30, 1963, p. 27-
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Using the dash both within the lines and at the end of the lines
in all of the poems on heaven and death. Miss Dickinson fixes the
reader’s attention on desired focal points. The succeeding lines are
exemplary of her use of the dash in that manner:
We slowly drove—He knew no haste
At Hecess—in the Ring—^
In reading Miss Dickinson's poems, I think about my recalling
similar ideas in the works of other authors as well as other poems by
Miss Dickinson. In ”1 Heard a Fly "Buzz—When I Died," just at the
point of the buzzing, the "King" creeps upon the dying person like
Carl Sandburg's "fog," and the striking metaphor, "the Windows failed,"
signifying that the dying person's eyes are growing dim, adds to the
picture.
When I see the line "And I—for Truth—Themself are One," taken
from "l Died for Beauty," I am reminded of Keats when he used beauty and
truth interchangeably. I am also reminded of "Because I Covild Not Stop
for Death" and "l Heard a Fly Buzz—When I Died," and the same progres¬
sion from simple reportage to a meaningful conclusion is evident. "I
Died for Beauty, But Was Scarce" differs from the other poems mentioned,
in that it does not discuss the unavoidable knowledge of dying and death,
but subtly attacks the unending existence and life of "Beauty" and
"Truth." Somehow the noble ideals of these two forces become worthless,
2
as they die with the bodies of the two moss-covered martyrs.
Again, the theme of life after death in some of Miss Dickinson's
heaven and death poems gives her a chance to use her religious knowledge
^Johnson. The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 350.
^Davis, lit by Emily Dickinson, p. 119.
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along with her everyday life to get universal appeal and to express
poetically her interest in and regard for life on earth, for passion and
for immortality.
As is evident from the poems discussed. Miss Dickinson enjoyed
writing about death, and in Introduction to Emily Dickinson Henry W.
Wells speaks of Miss Dickinson and her favorite subject in the following
manner:
Death was Emily Dickinson's closest friend; like her
other lovers and close friends, he was her teacher, dif¬
fering from them chiefly in that he was her best and most
constant companion.^
Death became for Emily the supreme touchstone of life.
As a subject death holds an equally dominating position
in the field of her verse. Herein lies one of the most
striking and original contributions to poetry and to
thought.^
Not only was Miss Dickinson original in thought, she was original in her
manner of using grammar, although she was not heedless of it.
Colonel Thomas Wentworth Higginson \irged the following attitude con¬
cerning Miss Dickinson's poetry in his preface to her poems in I89O:
After all, when thought takes one's breath away, a
lesson on grammar seems an impertinence!3
In the second grouping of poems which includes "l Had Been
Himgry, All the Years—," "I Taste a Liquor Never Brewed," "A Precious—
Mouldering Pleasure—'tis—" and "After Great Pain, a Formal Feeling
Comes," Miss Dickinson's environment plays a great role. The first poem.
^Henry W. Wells, Introduction to Emily Dickinson (Chicago:
Packard and Company, 19^7), p. 99.
^Ibid., p. 93.
Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 506.
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"l Had Been Hungry, All the Years,” is religious, and the food of which
Miss Dickinson speaks seems to be extraordinary, as can be seen below
in the poem itself:
I had been hiongry, all the years—
Noon had Come—to dine—
I trembling drew the Table near—
And touched the Curious Wine—
'Twas this on Tables I had seen—
When tiorning, hungry. Home
I looked in Windows, for the Wealth
I coiild not hope—for Mine—
I did not know the ample Bread—
'Twas so unlike the Crumb
The Birds and I, had often shared
In nature's—Dining Room—
The Plenty hurt me—'twas so new—
Myself felt ill—and odd—
As Berry—of a Mountain Bugh—r
Transplanted—to the Road—
Nor was I hungry—so I found
That Himger—was a way
Of Persons outside Windows—
The Entering—takes away—^
Miss Dickinson speaks of being hungry for "years," which denotes
a long period of time. The time for her, however, to sit at the table
in order to enjoy spiritual sustenance, spiritual bread and wine, is at
hand. She states that on numerous tables, coiuitless numbers of tables,
she sees bread and wine while looking through windows as she wends her
way home. There, in these windows, she beholds great "Wealth" and food
that she could not have the faintest hope of owning or eating. More¬
over, she is unaware at first that there is a difference between the
"Bread" which she sees and that which birds see while looking at Nature.
This "new" bread and wine are as plentiful and filling as those described
^Ibid., p. 283
in Psalm 23, when David cries "ify cup runneth over;" they have a
tremendous effect upon her. Her emotions are affected, and the feeling
that comes as a restilt of her experience Miss Dickinson expresses in
this passage:
The Plenty hurt me—'twas so new—
fiyself felt ill—and odd—
As Berry—of a Mountain Bush—
Transplanted—to the Road—
The last stanza, then, seems to be a summary of what the whole poem is
about, as Miss Dickinson points out in the following lines that she
ceases to be hungry when she receives the thing for which she has longed
for years:
Nor was I hungry—so I found
That Hunger—was a way
Of persons outside Windows—
The Entering—takes away—
Only those persons who do not have the opportunity to behold the heavenly
bread feel the pangs of hunger.^
The preceding poem reminds me of "l Taste a Liquor Never Brewed,"
in which the summer scenery also has so exhilarating effect upon
Miss Dickinson that it makes her act as if she were an "inebriate of
Air," a "Debauchee of Dew" and "the little Tiipler" being supported by
2
the sun. The emotional effect in this poem is tremendously powerful,
as the reader observes it in these lines:
I Taste a liquor never brewed—
From Tankards scooped in Pearl—
Not all the Vats upon the Rhine
Yield such an Alcohol!
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 283.
^Ibid., p. 98.
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Inebriate of Air—am I—
And Debauchee of Dews—
Reeling—thro endless summer days—
From inns of Molten Blue—
When "Landlords" turn the drunken Bee
Out of the Foxglove's door—
When Butterflies—renounce their "drams"—
I shall but drink the more!
Till Seraphs swing their snowy Hats—
And Saints—to windows run—
To see the little Tippler
Leaning against the—Sun—^
Miss Dickinson seems to have a unique vision and an individual
insight which characterize this poem, and as a matter of fact, all her
poems. Moreover, she has a way of saying a great deal, both in "l
Taste a Liquor Never Brewed" and in n\amerous other poems, without having
to go to great lengths to state these ideas and impressions.
As the poem begins. Miss Dickinson points out the fact that she
"tastes a liquor" that was neither brewed nor drunk from tankards. This
liquor was so tasty, so savory, that even the Frankfort vats, with their
grapes which make faultless wine, could not produce an alcohol that
equals or even compares with that of which she speaks.
The air that Miss Dickinson breathes during the summer days is
so breathtaking that it intoxicates her. In fact, while nature inebriates
her, it creates a joy within Miss Dickinson. This effect upon the poet
is similar to that of a bee who is drunk with honey and a butterfly who
is intoxicated after flitting from flower to flower getting nectar.
There is, however, a difference between these winged animals and
Miss Dickinson, in that she will continue tasting her liquor long after
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, pp. 98-99.
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they have ceased their cravings. Her process vill continue until the
angels and saints of heaven change their activities. Miss Dickinson's
happiness soars to heaven, where the light of the sun guides her. There
is also a difference between the poet's inebriation and that of the
drunkard in the tavern. In fact, the angels and the saints are reveling
in her happiness and take time out from their activities to notice her
joy. Finally, Miss Dickinson states that she will continue enjoying
Nature \mtil angels take off their hats to her and until saints come our
to greet her as she "Leans against the sun."^
The third poem in this second group is I'A Precious—Mouldering
Pleasure—'tis," which also tells how Miss Dickinson's emotions change
when she has the opport\inity to read Greek, Italian and world literature.
Accoimts of an emotional change appear in the following lines:
A precious—moiildering pleasure—'tis
To meet an Antique Book—
In just the Dress his Century wore—
A privilege—I think—
His venerable Hand to take—
And warming in our own—
A passage back—or two—to make—
To Times when he—was young—
His quaint opinions—to inspect—
His thought to ascertain
On themes concern our mutual mind—
The Literature of Man—
What interested Scholars—^most—
What Competitions ran—
When Plato—was a Certainty—
And Sophocles—a Man—
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, pp. 98-99.
^Ibid., pp. 176-177.
When Sappo—was a living Girl—
And Beatrice wore
The Gown that Dante deified—
Facts Centuries before
He traverses—familiar—
As One sho\ild come to Town—
And tell you all your Dreams—were true—
He lived—where Dreams were born—
His presence is Enchantment—
You beg him not to go—
Old Volumes shake their Vellum Heads
And tantalize—just so.^
In writing about Miss Dickinson, Mrs. Millicent Todd Bingham
states that Miss Dickinson mentions that "there must be time for books,
those enthralling friends." Miss Dickinson's having and taking time for
books, and the esteem in which she held those books, especially an
"Antique Book," she discusses in the poem above. To the poet the "Antique
Book" is a welcomed friend whom she takes by the hand. Together, the
book and the poet are in the century and time when it was written. Events
of the day and time come into focus when the poet picks up "An Antique
Book." She likes to reread the opinions and the themes in literature
which interest her. In "An Antique Book," those opinions, ideas and
themes are a part of "The Literature of Man," for which she has a great
concern. Moreover, she acquaints herself with the thinking and topics
in which "Scholars" take an interest and which topics they immortalized
in their writings. Debates on current issues and scholarly writing
concerning Plato, Sophocles and Dante enchant the poet. In "An Antique
Book" both familiar and vinfamiliar topics appear, and the reading and
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, pp. 176-177.
2
Millicent Todd Bingham, Emily Dickinson, A Revelation (New
York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 195^)» p. 5.
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Company are so exciting that the poet hates to come to the end, which,
of coTirse, is inevitable.
Indubitably, "An Antique Book" and books generally have a
positive effect and impression upon Miss Dickinson.
Just as happens in the case of books, so it is with other things,
pain for example, in the last poem in this group, "After great Pain, A
Formal Feeling Comes—"
After great pain, a formal feeling comes—
The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tomb—
The stiff Heart Questions was it He, that bore.
And Yesterday, or Centuries before?
The Feet, mechanical, go round—
Of Ground, or Air, or Ought—
A Wooden way
Regardless grown,
A Quartz contentment, like a stone—
This is the Hour of Lead—
Remembered, if outlived.
As Freezing persons, recollect the Snow—
First—Chill—then Stupor—then the letting go—
As the poem "After Great Pain, A Formal Feeling Comes" begins.
Miss Dickinson speaks of a feeling that pervades her being after exces¬
sive pain. This feeling seems to express itself in various disjointed
parts of the body. The nerves, for example, are still like tombs,
while the heart is stiff like a board and questions the fact that it has
been able to bear such pain. Along with the nerves and the heart is
the change in the feet, which act automatically, like a machine.
There is a paradox in the poem, in that the after-effects of
pain are thought of as lifeless. The suffering is just like the formal
feeling, and it takes over in various parts of the body. As the poem
■Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 176.
progresses. Miss Dickinson lets the reader know that the feeling not only
presents the idea of numbness, but that it also transmits numbness, which
erases the thought of pain.^ Pain cannot come again, for stiffness and
niombness set in, and the hour of lead arrives to symbolize the passing
of time and to summarize in one word, "lead," all of the sensations felt
2
after the pain.
Just as appears in the first group of poems, the poems in the
second group display Miss Dickinson's characteristic style. First of
all, the reader notes emotions. Emotions invoked and intoxication
rendered by Nature and by Books and by knowledge are similar in three
of the four poems in this second group, namely "I Had Been Hungry, All
the Years—," "I Taste a Liquor Never Brewed—," and "A Precious—
Mouldering Pleasure—'tis—." There is a difference, however, in
"After Great Pain, A Formal Feeling Comes—," in that the emotions seem
frozen. In fact,the person's feelines are like a tomb, "stone," in
other words. Lines from the preceding poems that reflect the author's
intoxication and that show frozen emotions are as follows:
The Plenty hurt me—'twas so new—
Myself felt ill~and odd~
As Berry—of a Mountain Bush—
Transplanted—to the Road—3
Inebriate of Air—am I—
And Debauchee of Dew—
^Elizabeth Frank, 'i’erception of an Object: Varieties of Lyrical
Form in the Poetry of Emily Dickinson" (Ph.D. dissertation. University




Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 283.
To see the little Tippler^
A Precious—movildering pleasure—’tis—
2
His Presence is Enchantment
After great pain, a formal feeling comes—
The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tombs—^
Again, the habitual fracture of grammar is present in these
poems as well. The expression "N^self felt ill" instead of "I felt ill"
is an example of fracture of grammar, while "never brewed" instead of
"that was never brewed" exemplifies omissions. Other examples of
differences in grammar include the following lines:
My Noon had come—to dine—
I trembling drew the table near—
And touched the Curious Wine—
'Twas this on tables, I had seen—
When t\irning, hungry, Home^
In his biography of Miss Dickinson, Thomas Herbert Johnson stated
that "I Taste a Liquor Never Brewed" is a specimen of the lack of stress
Miss Dickinson places on conventional rhyme. In that poem. Miss Dickinson
uses common meter, but changes it by using rhyme that is not perfect in
the first and fourth stajizas.^ Other examples of uneven lines and
varying end-rhymes come to light in these passages taken from "l Had
Been Hungry, All the Years," "A Precious—Mouldering Pleasure—'tis—"





^Johnson, Emily Dickinson: An Interpretive Biography, p. 91.
Capitalization and punctuation appear in the poems in this
second grouping to serve Miss Dickinson’s purposes. Capital letters for
Miss Dickinson give emphasis to those words that she wants her reader to
notice. Examples of the use of these letters show up in these words
"Dews," "Hats" and "Butterflies" in "l Had Been Hungry, All the Years—
"Windows," "Wealth" and "Crumbs" in "l Taste a Liquor Never Brewed;"
"Competitions" and "Hand" in "A Precious—Mouldering Pleastire—'tis—"
and "Nerves," "Tombs" and "Centuries" in "After Great Pain, A Formal
Feeling comes."
As usual. Miss Dickinson uses the dash profusely and places a
very few commas and periods in these poems. Along with the dashes for
emphasis. Miss Dickinson uses figures of speech, especially the simile,
the. metaphor and personification, quite frequently. In this second
grouping of poems, personification appears, as Miss Dickerson personi¬
fies "Plenty" and "Hunger" in "I Had Been Hungry, All the Years—,"
"Antique Book" and "Old Volumes" in "A Precious—Mouldering Pleasure—
'tis—," and "Nerves" and "Tombs" in "After Great Pain, A Formal Feeling
Comes—." Quoted below are samples of personification:
The Plenty hurt me—'twas so new—^
Old Volumes shake their Vellum Heads—
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And tantalize—just so—
The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tombs—
A Quartz contentment, like a stone—3
In reading the last quotation, the reader thinks of hieroglyphics and
Egyptology, the science of the tombs of the pharaohs.




The last group of poems comprises two of Miss Dickinson's most
interesting poems, "The Soul Selects Her Own Society" and "This Was a
Poet—It Is That." Before discussing the first poem in this last
group, I wovild like to give a few facts concerning Miss Dickinson's life.
George Frisbie Whicher, in discussing Miss Dickinson's possible lover,
said that she seemed to need "a preceptor," "a master" and a "teacherl"^
In early twentieth-century literature, the Lyman Letters
brought out the idea that Lavinia Dickinson was the rejected lover and
not Emily. Regardless of the reason, Emily Dickinson during the latter
years of her life withdrew physically more and more from social contacts
and resorted to contacts by letters with a few chosen souls, her
2
selected society.
The poem entitled "The Soul Selects Her Own Society" deals with
the idea that Miss Dickinson has gone into a state of partial seclusion.
Her choice is that only those persons whom she chooses or "selects" can
have an audience with her. There is a "Majority" of one, and that
majority is sufficient unto itself.
As the "Soul" of Miss Dickinson sits gazing out the window, she
sees "chariots" pausing at her gate, with the occupants waiting to gain
entrance, wishing to talk to her. Their presence at her gate does not
have any significance to her, for even if "an Emperor" were present at
her door she would not move to allow him to enter. Regardless of the
person's station in life, she would not permit him to enter her house.
^Katherine Luise Ahrens, "The Function of Religious Imagery in
the Poetry of Emily Dickinson," (Ph.D. dissertation, Fordham University,
1973), p. 3.
^Ibid.
While many persons have come "begging entrance, only those persons whom
she selects can enter. One out of many seeking entrance has
Miss Dickinson's permission to enter her chambers. Her attention turns
from all others, from all things, from all pleasures and only poetry,
the one, enters. Social status and marital aspirations have no place
in Miss Dickinson's society, for the poet's writing is enough and
sufficient in itself. These ideas appear in the stanzas that follow:
The Soul selects her own Society—
Then—shuts the Door—
To her divine Majesty—
Present no more—
Unmoved—she notes the Chariots—pausing—
At her low Gate—
Unmoved—an Emperor he kneeling
Upon her Mat—
I've known her—from an ample nation—
Choose One—
Then—close the Valves of her attention—
Like Stone—^
The last poem to be discussed in this series is "This Was a Poet—."
There are many definitions of a poet, among which are the following:
Bard, minstrel, muse, Parnassian scop, songsmith,
composer, creator; "the painter of the soul" CD'Israeli],
"a nightingale who sits in darkness aud sings to cheer its
own with sweet sound" CShelley]. "all who love, who feel
great truths^ and tell them." CP. J. Bailey]; rhymester
or rimester.
To add to the preceding definitions. Miss Dickinson gave her idea of a
poet in the following poem:
This was a Poet, It is that
Distills amazing sense
From ordinary Meanings
An Attar so immense
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of EmilyDickinson, p. 1U3.
2
Roget's International Thesaurus, 3d ed. (1977).
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From the familiar species
That perished hy the Door—
We wonder it was not Chirselves
Arrested it—before—
Of Pictures, the Discloser—




The Robbing—could not harm—
Himself—to Him—a Fortune--
Exterior—to Time—^
The preceding poem was written in l862, at a time when
Miss Dickinson wrote a large niomber of her poems. In the poem, she
states that the poet's role is to "distill," that is, to cull out the
"amazing sense." The extraction of "amazing sense" must be done by
using the "ordinary” day-by-day, familiar s\irroundings, "the familiar
species." Miss Dickinson herself, according to some of her great
critics, concurs that her home life and her educational and religious
background provide a basis for her own imagery.^
The poet is one who expresses for us the many things that we
have thought about, but did not or could not put into words. These
ideas "perish," and we are amazed that we are not able to capture those
ideas and articulate them, as the poet does. The poet has the job of
keeping "the things of this from decaying." In order to perform his
task, he keeps these things alive by means of poetry. Miss Dickinson
set out to preserve, to keep and to save things by means of her art,
and she expresses this in "This Was a Poet." She mades the reader aware
that the poet "creates pictures" that last forever for posterity. A
^Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. 215.
2
Katherine Luise Ahrens, "The Function of Religious Imagery in the
Poetry of Emily Dickinson" (Ph.D. dissertation, Fordham University, 1973),
p. 8.
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wealth of ideas can come from the pictures that the poet creates, so
that man's experiences seem very small and fruitless. The "Attar so
immense" of the poet's art comes out in her poetry.
As was evident also in all of Miss Dickinson's poems \inder
discussion, the last two poems feature imagistic language. Especially
is this true in "This Was a Poet," for imagistic language is the means
by which the poet gives her readers the scenes and visions for the
preservation of worldly experiences. "The Soiil Selects Her Own Society,"
likewise, has its figurative language, as foimd in this passage:
Then—close the Valves of her attention—
Like Stone—^
In addition. Miss Dickinson personifies the Chariots and the Soul.
Punctuation and capitalization follow the general pattern of
being different from the usages adhered to in the nineteenth century.
They instead are used for emphasis and monotones, reading exemplified
in such words as Stones, Valves, Society, Door, Majority, Chariots,
Pictures and Contrast. By capitalizing the preceding words, the poet
sets them off and makes them noticeable to the reader. All of those
words are striking, but there is a paradox in the use of stones in
speaking of valves, which are not usually shaped of stone, for obvious
reasons.
Here in these poems the poet shows action by the use of some
most appropriate words, namely "selects" and "chooses" in "The Soul
Selects Her Own Society" and "distills," "perished" and "entitles" in
"This Was a Poet." The language here tells the reader that both the
"Soul" and the "Poet" are doers. The soul in this instance is a poet
Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, p. IU3.
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who because of her choice of her own society and because of her being a
partial recluse is able to produce an "Attar so immense." Not only does
Miss Dickinson use action words, she takes liberties with grammar "The
Soul Selects Her Own Society," as seen in this expression, "an Emperor
be kneeling," and in these expressions "The Poet—it is He—" and "We
wonder it was not Ourselves" in the poem "This was a Poet."
Miss Dickinson is truly a poet whose language is different from
that adhered to during the nineteenth century, and the cimulative dif¬
ferences makes her modern. She was a poet who had to select her society
in order to produce, and Mrs. Millicent Todd Bingham's statement below
gives the reader an insight into the poet's creative habits which
produce her unusual language:
There were, however, reasons other than her father's
preference for this inch—by inch—withdrawal. The first
is simple enough—lack of time. Solitude was for Emily a
necessity; it was her nat\iral state. As she explained,
"The appetite for silence is seldom an acquired taste."
Like all creative persons she needed time in which to read,
to write, to think and to be still. She needed time in
which to write long, long letters to her friends; time in
which to set down her fast-running thoughts, to capture
them before they swept past. Her own analogy is better.
She must find an outlet for the thoughts pounding within
her. 1
Millicent Todd Bingham, Emily Dickinson, A Revelation (New
York: Harper &. Brothers Publishers, 195^(> P- 5.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Poetic language is always different, and Emily Dickinson's
language was essentially her own. Having read widely those things which
her father insisted upon his children's reading and those works in which
she took an interest on her own. Miss Dickinson was able to use her
reading as a basis for her thoughts, which, judging by the volume of her
work which Thomas Herbert Johnson was able to publish, did come rapidly
and voluminously, as she herself mentioned. This wide range of materials
covered the Greco-Roman masters, as found in "An Antique Book," the Bible,
hymnology, especially that by Dr. Isaac Watts, as well as a few other
hymnologists, and Dr. Noah Webster.
Fortiinately for posterity. Miss Dickinson's sister Lavina saved
all of her materials, tied in,packets, and was thoughtfiil and kind enough
to release them for publication. During Miss Dickinson's lifetime, the
nineteenth-century world was skeptical about her poetry; yet those who
read it could not refute its merit as being something worthwhile. The
newness, the nonconformity, the diversity and the unknown quality of her
work was baffling to some of her readers, but after some reservations and
hesitation the publication of her work became a reality.
As years progressed and as her work received a wider circulation,
studies attacking her poetry from many angles were made. As a resvilt of
these studies, an appreciation for the style and the sacrifices made by
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the poet gained favor with her readers. The favor gained for her from
posterity is still alive today, for the variety of subject matter and
Miss Dickinson’s understanding of God, Man and Nature, as expressed in
the poems listed below, certainly have vuiiversality:
Group I
I Heard a Fly Buzz, When I Died
Because I Coxild Not Stop for Death
I Died for Beauty, But Was Scarce
What Is **Paradise"
Dust Is the Only Secret
I Felt a Funeral, In 1^ Brain
Group II
I Had Been Hungry, All the Years
:I Taste a Liquor Never Brewed
After Great Pain, A Formal Feeling Comes
A Precious—Mouldering Pleasure—'tis
Group III
The Soul Selects His Own Society
This Was a Poet—It Is That^
Looking at Miss Dickinson's works from the vantage point of her
language, and of her modernity filtered through that language, took the
writer on a journey through the preceding twelve poems, which were
placed into the three groups—whose using subjects concerning death,
heaven and immortality; others involving emotions that came as a result
of encoxinters with nature, the weather and other facets of the environ¬
ment; and, finally, those poems which concerned themselves with the
status of the poet as she perfected her art, the act of perfecting which
made her a poet.
^Thomas Herbert Johnson, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, i960), pp. 223, 350, 2l6, 99, 72, 128,
283, 98, 162, 176, 1U3, 215.
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Indubitably, language played a tremendous, formative role in the
poetry of Emily Dickinson. Language in Emily Dickinson was diffictilt,
and characterized by a fracturing of grammar, although she was not heed¬
less of norms. Capitalization for emphasis and an innovative punctua¬
tion, a pxanctuation which is entirely different from current practices
in some instances, were frequently used. Especially was that true in
Miss Dickinson's use of the dash, while past masters and contemporary
practioners adhered to conventional practices in that regard.
Perusing and examining a facimile of an original manuscript of
Miss Dickinson's poetry, and studying the Thomas Herbert Johnson edition
of her poems which I selected for this study, resulted in my coming to
the conclusion that there is an obvious omission of certain p\anctuation
marks, namely the colon and the semicolon, and in some instances the
period. On the other hand, there is a m\iltiplicity of punctuation marks,
among which are the dash and the angular and reverse slants which
Miss Dickinson used to great advantage. Rhetorical readers including
McGuffey's Fifth Reader, Alexander Bell's Principles of Elocution and
Noah Porter's Rhetorical Reader, which Miss Dickinson used as a textbook
at Amherst, are excellent examples for making the reader cognizant of the
types of punctuation marks and the intended meanings for which
Miss Dickinson used them. The punctuation marks, therefore, have the
function of guiding the reader in his reading and iinderstanding of
Miss Dickinson's poetry.^
Notable also was the use of the subj^Inctive mood in
Miss Dickinson's poetry. Apparently, the use of the subjunctive mood
^Edith Perry Stamm, "Emily Dickinson: Poetry and Punctuation,"
Saturday Review, March 30, I963, p. 27.
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became a practice because the subject matter in some instances was such
that only the subjunctive mood covild best convey her ideas. Along with
the subjunctive mood Miss Dickinson seemed to have a characteristic
conciseness in her expression of ideas.^
Yes, Miss Dickinson's creative political impulses and
originality came swiftly and by leaps and boxmds and she expressed these
ideas, punctuating them in a way to indicate how she wanted her reader
to emphasize them and to catch their full meaning. Figurative language
such as metaphors, similes, allusions and personification added to the
increased appreciation of and the concept of modernity in the selected
poems by Miss Dickinson.
Grace Sherrer notes the following concerning the language used
by Miss Dickinson:
Urgency of expression characterizes everything she wrote,
even her punctuation indicates the remarkable force of her
foirward impetus, for it cuts phrase from phrase as if each
word group were an entity of expression rather than part of a
segmented whole
Emily Dickinson's style is unique, and she is able to say in a
few words what others would say in several paragraphs or in many lines
of poetic expression. Great precision, unusual expressiveness and
secondary implied meanings characterized the language of Miss Dickinson's
poetry. Miss Dickinson used a variety of words, and it was this use of
words and omissions of words, weighty words to fit the subject mattere,
^George Grisbie Whicher, This Was A Poet (Philadelphia: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1938), p. 23^.
2
Grace Sherrer, "A Study of Unusual Verb Construction in the
Poems of Emily Dickinson," American Literatxire VII (March 1935), p. 38.
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figTirative language, common meter and experimentation with meter, as
well as general innovations, which distinguish her poems and cause the
reader to see modernity in them.
Klaus Lubbers points out the fact that the 'Vast reservoir of
the ordinary was instrumental in giving Miss Dickinson many unique and
distinctive representations and impressions in her metaphors. Among
these "characteristic figures" were wearing apparel, the business of the
household, childhood amusements and figures of nature.^
Miss Dickinson displayed poetic originality and genius as she
expressed her deep convictions in her poetry. Being haunted by death,
heaven, immortality and her surroundings. Miss Dickinson used that
genius, coupled with modulations and variations, to capture and to
command her reader's attention. All in all, the lack of strict adherence
to the practices of her day and the continual practice of writing as the
inspirations came to her, as well as her general innovations insofar as
language is concerned, aided in my being able to refer to Miss Dickinson
as a modern poet and to illustrate that there is the notion of
modernity in her poetry.
^Klaus Lubbers, Emily Dickinson, The Critical Revolution (Ann
Arbor; The University of Michigan Press, 1968), p. 179.
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